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ON THE APPLICATION OF TRANSONIC SIMILARITY RULES
TO WINGS OF FINITE SPAN ‘
By JORNR.. SPRDrmR
SUMMARY
~ transonic aerodynamic charwk%tics of wing8 of jinite
span are discu-s8ed from the point of view of a u@ki? d
disturbancetheory for sub80ni.c, transonti, and supemonic
jhos aboutthin wings. OiticaJexamina#i.Onh made of the
merii8 of the various statemeni% of the eqwtiow for transonic
j?ow thu.! hoe been proposed in ih recent Wrature. It h
found that one of the kS8 widely used of t?we po88@38e4 con-
skkrable advant~e9, not only from the point of ti of a priori “
theoretical considkrti but &o of aciua.1 common of
theoretical and experimen#id rewlts. The 8imWy ruke and
known soltiiona of trammniqhv theory are reviewed, and
tlw ~mptotic beiiasnirof the lifi, drag,and piiching-momen#
characteristicsof wings of large and d aspect raiio is
discussed. It ix hn.vnthaic&tainmethodsof data pre+wnidon
are superior for the e#ective diqiay of these ciiaract&ti.
INTRODUC’HON
The small perturbation potential theory of transonic flow
proposed apparently independently by Oswatitsch and
Wieghardt, Busemann and Guderley, von K&m&n (refs. 1
through 6), and others is now supplying a fund of information
regarding transonic flow about aerodynamic shapes. Solu-
tions have been given for two-dimensional flow around
airfoils at both subsonic and supersonic speeds in papers
by Guderley and Yoshihsra, Vincenti and Wagon&, Cole,
Trilling, Oswatitsch, (kllstrand (refs. 7 through 16), and
others. In the application of these results to speciiic ex-
amples, two items of theoretical iuterest have been noted
(see, in particular, refk. 8, 17, and 18): (a) The theoretical
results appear to be applicable at Mach numbem far removed
from 1 even though, in most ‘cases, the results have been
obtained from equations valid only in the immediate neigh-
borhood of sonic speed. (b) In the application of theoretical
results to specific examples at Mach numbers other than 1,
it has been noted that certain ambiguities exist in the
theoretical determination of aerodynamic quantities. It is
one of the purposes of this report to investigate these two
points. This is accomplished by examining transonic flow
from the point of view of equations that are valid throughout
the Mach number range rather than only in the neighborhood
of sonic speed. Such ah approach emphasizes the relation
between the roles of linear theory and of nonlinear theory
in the transonic range.
The similarity rules provided by the theory (refs. 5, 6,
and 19 through 22) have also proved to be useful in the cor-
relation and interpretation of experimental data. It is
with the latter aspect of the transonic-flow problem that -
the present paper is primarily concerned. In this paper,
the similarity rules and their application to the speoilk
problem of concise presentation of lift, drag, and pitching-
moment characteristic of wings are given in detail. The
known solutions of two-dimensional transonic flow are re-
viewed and the asymptotic behatio: “bf the aerodynamic
characteristics of wings of large and sihidl aspect ratios is
examined. It is shown that certain methods of data
presentation are advantageous for displaying these charac-
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section lift coefficient
[UJ(t/c)]’fi(cja)
dragfunction
drag function for symmetrkd nonlifting wings
drag due to lift function
section drag function for symmetrical nonlifting
airfoils
section drag due to lift function
coefficient of nonIinear term of d.iflerential
equation for y. (See eqs. (7), (18), (19), (20);
(23), and (35).)
lift. function
section lift function
pitchingmornent function
section pitching-moment function
10wJMach number
free-stream Mach number
preasum function
stretching factors defined in equation (B8)
maxhimm thickness of wing
free-stream velocity
velociw components parallel and perpendicular,
respectively, to the flow direction -ahead of a
shock
Cartesian coordinates -ivhem z extends in the
direction of the free-stream vidocity
distance from wing leading edge to center, of
pressure
ordinates of wing profiles in fractions of chord
angle of attack
&
ratio of specific heats, for airy= 1.4
arbitrary constant
(W–1)
[U,WC)P3
‘@fo~–”i)
[U.k(t/c)]’n
ordinate-amplitude parameter
velocity potentinl
perturbation velocity potential
SUBSCRIPTS
values given by linear theory
conditions at the wing surface
conditions imnmdiatily- upstream”from shock
conditions immodiataly downstream from shock
FUND~_NTAL CONCEPTS
BASIC BQUATIONS
The quasi-linear partial dMerential equation satisfied by
the velocity potential @of steady isentropic flow of a perfect
inviscid gas can be expressed in the form (ref. 23, p. 25)
where the subscript notation is used to indicate di&rentia-
tion anti is the local speed of sound given by the relation
1’-1 @2+@p~+@zL U09a2=ao2——~(r (2)
.
In this latter equation Uo and ao are, respectively, the ve-
Iooity and speed of sound in the free stream and 7 is the ratio
of speciiic heats (for air y= 1.4).
Introducing the perturbation velocity potential p, where
$0=-u&Z++ (3)
it is possible to express equation (1) in terms of the deriva-
tive9-of P as followk -
(1–MO%%Z+PW+$%=
[~ (-Y+l)uPz-
[
~ (7– Quo!&-
23%WL+$7Z)+
25M70+49Z)+
2~2%+%
(4)
If it is assumed that all perturbation velocities and perturbw
tion velocity gradients (represented by first and second
derivatives, respectively, of p) are small and that only the
&at-order twns in small quantities need be retained, equa-
tion (4) simplitk to the well-known Prandtl-Glauert equa-
tion of linear theory
(1–34.9Pzr+wn+q.,=o (6)
where @e free-stream velocity is directed along the positive
z ti as shown in figure 1 and where J40is the Maoh number
of the free stream. It is well known that equation (5) leacls
z
4
FIGURE I.—Viewof wingaudcoordinatesystam.
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to usefti results in the study of subsonic and supersonic
flows about thin wings and slender bodies but that it is
incapable, in general, ot treating tianscnic flows. The
failure of linear theory in the transcmk range IS evidenced
by the calculated value of p. growing to such magnitude
that it can no longer be regarded as a small quantity when
compamd with U..
Second+rder theory for thin wings would involve solution
of the equation
(1 –Juo%=+t%+$%.= . -
Actually, we are interested in retaining higher+rder tarms
only to the extent that is necessary tQ allow the study of
trrmscnic flow. Examination of the lmown charackistics
of transonic flow fields indicates that the tit term on the
right crmoften become of importance and shotid be retained.
The remainder of the terms on the right can never become
large for transcnic flom about thin wings at small angIes of
attack and can be safely disregarded. The simplified equa-
tion is
,7+1
(1 –U%.+$%+%=MO —~0 P,P== k~~m (7)
It follows from the basic assumptions of small-disturbance
transonic theory that equation (7) is valid everywhere in the
flow field, both fore and aft of any shock waves, but cannot
provide any information on the discontinuities in p that
represent the shock waves. This information must be ob-
tained through consideration of the classical equatio~ for
the_velocities on either side of an oblique shock. Thus ~
if. U1 represents the velocity immediately in front of the
shock wave and~q and ~q represent the velocity components
pwrdlcl and perpendicular, respectively, to ~ that occur
immediately behind the shock, the equation for the shock
polar (ref. 23, p. 108) provides that
where a* represents the velocity of sound at a point where
the local Mach number is unity apd is commonly designated
the critical speed of sound. It is related to the free-stream
velocity rmd speed of sound by the following equation de-
iived from equation (2):
‘y+l *2 7—1”U2
2
— a =a02+~ . (9)
Except for the important case of the bow wave in supersonic
flow, ~1 is not, in general, alined with the direction of the z
axis, but is inclined a small angle. With the resolution into
componenb parallel to the axes of the coordinate system and
the retention of only the leading terms, in a manner similar
to that used in the derivation of equation (7), equation (8)
provides the following relations between the velocity com-
ponents (potential gradients) immediately fore and aft of
the shock:
(lo)
This result can be put into a more desirable form by making
use of the following relation derived directly hm equation
(9): .
U02–a*2=—2 ‘= .U:y+ 1 Mo2
(11)
Substitution of this expression into equation (10) and rear-
rmgement of the terms yields the desired result
This equation corresponds to the shock-polar curve for
weak shock waves inclined at any angle between that of
normal shock waves and that of the Mach lines.
In addition to satisfying equations (7) and (12), the per-
turbation potential must provide flows compatible with the
following physical requirements: (a) The flow must be uni-
form far ahead of the -ivind,and (b) the flow mud be tan-
gential h the wing surface. Therefore, the following boun-
dary - conditions are to be specified for the perturbation
potential:
atx=—m
(%)0=(%)0=(%)0= o (13)
at the wing surfii W
(u%--.== (14)
where bZ/bx refers to the local slope in the z direction of the
wing suiface. A systematic application of the perturbation
analysis indicates that the boundaW conditions specfied on
we wing surface should be simplified by approximating the
fraction on the left by qJUO Furthermore, it is consistent
with the assumption of small disturbances to satisfy this
bounda~ condition on the two sides of the xy plane rather
than on the wing surface. Equation (14) is therefore re-
placed by
(15;
where the slwpe of the wing protlle is given by
-— z/c= Tf(x/c, y/b) (16)
w-here~(z/c, y/b) represents the ordinate-distribution function
and ~ is an ordinate-amplitude parameter. Note that, in
general, a variation of r represents a simuhlageonschange of
the thickness ratio, camber, and angle of attack. In the
special cam of a nonlifting wing having symmetrical sections,
~ is proportional to the thiclmess ratio; for lifting flat-plate
x of v~~” thiCkJl~ r is proportional to the angle
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0
of attack. k order to obtain unique and physically im-
portant solutions, it is necessary to. sssume the Kutta condi-
tion (that the flow-leavea all subsonic trailing edges smoothly).
Upon solving the above boundary-value problem for the
potential, one may determine the pressure coeihciaut by
means of the formula
(17)
It should be noted that the results obtained by using the
foregoing approximate equations might be expected to tend
tmvard those of linear theory as the free-strixunMach number
M. depark far from unity. This follows from the fact that
the product q@= becomes small relative to the linear terms
under this condition. Solutiina of the equations for traw
sonic flow found to date have all possessed this property.
COhlPAFUSO& WITH OTHER STATEMEN’M OF TEE TRANSONIGFLOW
EQUA’ITONS
As a result of minor variations in the perturbation analy-
sis, recent papers have used at least four diflerent relations
for k, the coefficient of the nonlinear term in the simplified
equation for the perturbation velocity potential. As indi-
cated in the preceding paragraphs, straightforward develop-
ment of the theory leads to the relation
This is sometimes simplified (e. g., refs. 22 and 24) to
(18)
(19)
by rqying that M. can be set equal to unity in this ter&
without much 10.s in accuracy, since the right-hand side of
equation (7) is merely an approximation to allow the tfiat-
ment of transonic flows and rapidly diminkhes in magnitude
as MO departs from unity. In some treatments (e. g., refs.
16 and 21), equation (1) is divided by a2, and the quotient
l/az in each term is expanded in a binomimd seriesi When
this is done, the coefficient k of, the term involving p~~ is
k=M:
[
2+(9’-I)M.
u. 7 (26)
Still another expression for k is used by Oswatitsch in
references 13 and 14. Two derivations are given, one based
on mass-flow considerations (ref. 14) and the other (ref. 13)
-based on simpli&ng equation (1), under the assumption
of nearly parallel flow, to
and espanding the variable coefficient 1—W in the sbries
(22)
where M is the local Mach number and a* is the critical
speed of sound as defined in equation (9). Comparison of
equationa (21) and (22) with equation (7) shows the coefE-
cient k in thisapproximation is
~=1—M.2
a*– U. (23)
It should be noted tl& the four alternative relations fork are
identical for Md= 1 and all but that given by equation (19)
are zero for M.=0.
A similar situation arisesin the derivation of the simplifmd
equation for the shock polar. Here again the precise form
of the expressionfor the coefficient k of equation (12) depends
on the details of the perturbation analysis. The most
important point from- a practical point of view is that tho
same expression for k is used b both the equation for tho
potential and that for the shock polar, namely equationa (7)
and (12). While this point has not always been exp~citly
stated, it is actually a necessary condition for the existonco
of the tranaonic similarityrules.
Although each of the above alternative forms of the
perturbation equations has been used at lead once in the
recent theoretical investigations of transonic flow, the most
widely used set of equations are those derived under the
more restrictive assumption that W velocities are smrdl
perturbations around the critical speed of sound a* rather
than around the free-stmun velocity U,. In the latter
scheme, the perturbation potantial is defined by (see, e. g.,
ref. 6 or 20)
p’=—a*x+@ (24)
and the resulting diiTerentialequation for q’ is
y+l , ,
P’Vu+P’zz=—U* P%PSZ (26)
The approximate relation for the shock polar is
(P’,, –P’J’+(P’.l ‘iP:’’%)(~’=l-’’,(~6)~6)
—P’.2)2= G*
The correspondhg boundary conditions are specified as
follows:
. .
at~=—a.
(W’z)o=uo-q”= –-$ (1–M.~, (P’,).= (P’JO=o
at the wing surface
(27)
where the shape of the wing profNeis still given by equation
(16). The equation for the prwum coefficient is opproxi-
matid similarly, thus,
c,’ $- –-$[q’z–(fJ’J.] (28)
This statement of the equationa for transonic flow is clearly
identical to those given previously, herein, when the free-
stream Mach number is unity. Although the derivation of
the a* equations requires that the free-stream Mach numbm-
be very close to unity, these equations have been used with
good success by a number of authors to calculate the aero-
dynamic forces on airfoils at Mach numbers considerably
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removed from unity. h so doing, it has been suggested that
it might be preferable to use more accurate relations for the
pressure coefficient or the boundary conditions; for instance,
it has been suggested that a* be replaced with U. in tho
equation for UP’. This matter has been discussed at length
in referencca 8, 17, and 18. Since no restriction requiring
tho Mach number to be near unity is made in the U. analysis,
it is informative to examine the relation between the results
of the a* and the U. analyses. —This is done iQAppen&x A.
It is found that the a* analysis, if performed in a completely
consistent manner wing equations (24) through (28), yields
values for CP that are identical to those given by the more
general U. analysis using k= (T+l)/uo. This somewhat
paradoxical result is achieved through the action of a number
of compensating,effeck and only applies to the pressumaand
the forces and moments derivable therefrom. It should be
noted, in particular, that the values of the local velocities
and Mach numbem provided by the a* analysis for flows
having free-stream Mach numbem other than unity a~ in
error. Throughout the remainder of this report, the discus-
sion will be based on the U. analysis.
A signifhnt case where the alternative relations fork lead
to different remits is the prediction of the critical prcasure
codicient OPC,,defined as the value of the prwure coefficient
UPat a point where the local Mach number is unity. It is
important that a reasonably good approximation be main-
tained for the variation of Cp&with Mo because shock waves
make their first appearauW, and the airfoil first experiences
a pressure drag when CP becomes more negative than CPm
somewhere on the airfoil surface. k the present approxima-
tion, Crm corrwponds to that value of fYP,and, hence, or
q., at which equation (7) changes locally from elliptic to
hypwbo~c type. This condition is recognized by the vanish-
ing of tho coefficient of Q=, thus
l—Mo*—k(fO=)a=o
or, in view of equation (17)
(29)
The exact relation for isentmpic flow is (e. g., ref. 25, p. 28)
C2P.-m [( )1A+%+f;‘-’ (30)
Tho variation of Cp= with M. has been computed by use of”
the exact relation and ewh of the four approximate relations.
The rmults arepresented graphically in figure 2. It maybe
seen that rLreasonably good approximation for CPa is ob-
tained over a wide Mach number range when k is taken as.
given’ in either equation (18) or (23), and that a somewhat
grimtererror is incurred when equation (2o) is used. On the
other hand, equation (19) leads to a very poor approximation
for Up,,.
Similar comparisons can be made for local Mach numbem
M other than unity by noting that the coefficient l–M~–kw=
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of ff= in equation (7) corresponds, in the present approxima-
tion, to 1—.kP, thus
l–W=l–Mo2–k%=l –M.2+~ CP (31)
The corresponding exact relation foi isentrcpic flow is
cp=*[-l+[=l ’32
The results % obtained are generally similar to those in-
dicated in @uie 2, although the relative accuracy of the bet-
ter approximations changes somewhat with the situation.
All the approximations are exact, of course, when CP=O; on
the other hand, none of the approximations are exact, except
for isolated cases, when C, is dHemnt from zero, even though
all the approximations agree among themselves when the
fmp-stmam Mach number is unity. b order to provide some
information regarding the errors that are likely to be in-
curred when Cpis not very small, figure 3 has been prepared
illustrating the variation of local Mach number with pressure
coefficient for a free-sham lMach number of unity.
A second case where the exact and approximate relations .
may be compamd is fimnished by considering the velocity
—. .- —.- ..— .———— -—— .—. ——.——--—
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jump through a shock wave. If the flow abead of the shock
wave is uniform and parallel to the z axis, the results maybe
conve.nkdy represented by the shock-polar diagram in
which ~Z/a* is plotted as a function of ~2/a*. The exact
relation is furnished .by equation (8). The corresponding
approximate relations are determined from equation (12) by
=ttiug wzl~vnl>%2>and p=l equal to zero, whereby U.= Ul,
fMO=M1, and
[ 1P.:= –O–M.?+: v%P%’ (33)
once the variation of q,~with p% is determined for a givI&
MO, the corresponding variation of ~z with ~g may be
readily determined sinca, for this case,
V2= UO+P5, %P% (34)
v,The variation of ~ wi v,t$ ~ for ikfO=l.2 has been computed
wing both the exact and approximate relations, and the
results are presented graphically in conventional shock-
polar form in figure 4. This @e contains, in addition to
curves for the four expressions for k discussed previously, a
CUI’W computed using
k=Mo4 e
u.
(35)
@J*
.-
M$(y+l)/uo -\ ~––Exo’ct
~q ——–\
/
i
.8 .9 Lo 1.1 1.2
/%=1.2 @~
FIGUREA—Exact and approximate shock polars.
This expression for k arisegin a series expansion of the right-
hahd member of equation (10). @’or sake of completeness,
the corresponding variation of Up@with Mo is also included
in figure 2.) Just as with the comparison of the critical
pressure coefficient, the expresaionzfork given by equations
(19) and (35) lead to poor approximations, whereas any other
of the expressions lead to reasonably good approximations.
A notable point is that the expression fork given by equation
(18), that is lc=M?(y+l)/W~, leads to the exact relation for
velocity jump through a normal shock wave.
In order to facilitate comparison with previous results and
to achieve an economy of notation, the pmaent analysis is
carried as far as possible without specifying CLparticular rela-
tion for k. That is, the equations of the analysis and reduced
parameters with which the results are expressed me written
containing k which may be equated to any of the five stotecl
relations, or in fact, to-any coe5cient that does not depend
on,x, y, z or p. The actual values of the pressure codiicien~
and hlach number for m airfoil of specific thickness ratio,
however, depend on which relation is selected fork, Whme-
ever such values are given, they will be those obtained by usc
of the expression for k given in equation (18), that is,
(18)
The principal reason for this choice is that it appcrm to
provide a set of equations, or a mathematical model, which
approximates certain cwential features of transonic flow with
superior accuracy.
RELATION B~WEEN TRANSONIC TEEORY AND LINEAR THEORY
It & impotit to recognize that wing theory based on,
equation (7) is valid for all Mach numbers below the hypw-
sonic range. At subsonic and supe~nic speeds, equation (7)
is of the same order of accuracy as the Prandtl-Glaumt
equation of liner “theory (eq. (5)) although more difficult to
solve. At-ii.= 1, equation (7) is identical with equation
(25), noti widely used in the study of transonic-flow probloms,
On the other hand, there is no a priori method for de-
termining whether or not a solution of the equations of
linear theory will be valid in the transonic range. Ono can
only decide by solving the problem under the assumptions of
linear theory and then inspecting the magnitudes of the
terms, particularly of ~, to see whether or not they con bo
regarded as small quantities. If the terms me sufliciontly
small, the linear-theory sol~tion is presumed valid oven
though the Mach number may be near unity. Linemizod-
theory solutions have been obtained for a great number of
practical wing problems and their behavior in the transonic
range is now well known. To review briefly: For unswept
wings of inihite span, linear theory indicates that tho
magnitude of ~ on the surface of a given airfoil is propor-
tional to l/~m; consequen~ly, q= approaches infinity
as fMoapproaches unity and the theory is clearly inapplicable,
For wings of finite span, however, the perturbation velocities
may be large or small at sonic velocity, depending on the
particular problem m diwuased in detail in reference 26,
Speciikdly, for three-dimensional lifting surfaces of zmo
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thickness, the velocities remain iinita everywhere except at
the lerdii edges, their magnitudes generally increasing with
increasing aspect ratio and angle of attack. For wings of
nonzero thickness, however, ~ generally becomes large
logarithmically as 1—.MOSapproaches zero;. ccmequently,
linear theory is inapplicable within some Mach number
range surrounding unity.
Summarizing, linear theory is applicable to lifting surfaces
of small or moderate aspect ratio at all transonic speeds,
but fails for wings of finite thickness within a range of
Mach numbers surrounding unity. The range of inapplica-
bility diminishes to zero as the aspect ratio, thickness r@o,
and angle of attack of the wing tend to zero.
In treating transonic flows for which linear theory is
applicable, it is often advantageous to consider the special
case of sonic flow (M.= 1) separately. Equation (5) for
the perturbation potential then reduces to a particularly
simple form
$%u+$%=o
Solutions of this equation, in conjunction with the boundary
conditions given by equations (13) and (15)~are identical to
those of linear theory found by solving equation (5) and
subsequently setting MO= 1, but can be obtained with much
less effort. Since, in addition, the results of this simple
theory, now generally known as slender-wing theory, are
also applicable to low-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces throughout
tlm entire Mach number range, a considemble number of
solutions of slender-wing theory have been presented in the
last fmv yews (e. g., rtifs. 27, 28, and 29). These results
two, of course, applicable h flows at ill.= 1 to, exactly the
samo extent as the results of linear theory.
SIMILARITYBULIX3 -
In reference 6, von K4rm4n derived similarity rules for
tho pressure distribution, lift, drag, and pitching moment of
airfoils in transonic flow using equations (24) through (28).
The same equations were used in reference 20 to determine
the transonic similarity rules for wings of finite span. The
corresponding similarity rules of linearized subsonic and
supcMonic wihg theory were also derived- and compared
with the transonic similarity rules in the latter reference.
It was shown that the similarity rules.of linear theory con-
tain an arbitrary parameter and can be expressed in many
forms, one of which coincides with the similarity rules of
transonic flow-.
A derivation of the transonic shnilmi~ rules, based on
the UOequations with unspecified k, is provided in Appendix
B. TIIis derivation possesses the advantage of being based
on a single statement of the problem of wing theory that
is uniformly valid at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic
speeds. It follows from the preceding discussion that the
results so found me identical to those of references 6 and
20 if k is equated to (7+ l)/UO. The similarity rules for
(7P,Cz, Om,and CD are given in Appendix B as follows:
where the geometry of related wings is given by equation (16):
(z/c) =~(z/c, ‘lJ/b)
Equations (36) through (39) are functional equations. For
example, equation (36) is to be intmpmted as stating that
the pressure coefficient CPis equal ti ?fi/IUJ)lfi times some
function T of a number of specified parametem. The
foregoing equations have been written for flows whereMO< 1.
If MO~1, the radi@ ~~ should be replaced with
~. The functiow ‘E -C -M and 0 are difTerent,
however, for subsonic tmd supemonic flow. Consequently,
subsonic flows may be related to other subsonic flows by
the similarity rtdes, but not to supemonic flows, and con-
versely.
ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF”THk SIMILARITY RIJLE3
It is important to recogkize that the similarity parameters
may be combined or regrouped h any manner whatsoever,
provided the same number of independent parameters is
always retained. For instance, in much of what follows, it
will be found desirable to use the square of ~~/(U&)ln
and to replace ~~A with a new parameter (UJc~)~~A.
obtaiqed by dividing ~~A by ~~/(UJr)lP. In
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
wherein the geometry of related wings is again given by
equation (16).
The similarity rules thus formulated are tot#ly equivalent
to those given by equations (36) through (39) but possess
three outstanding advantafyx:
(a) The indeterminacy at M.= 1 resulting from two
parameters simultaneously vanishing is removed.
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(b) The squaring of the fit parameter a~oids the neces-
sity of changing parameters & sonic speed is passed.
(c) The use of the parameter (U&)’fi A rather than
4= A aidsin distin&.hing the rq$nes in which linear
theory is applicable in the t~sonic range from those in
which nonlinear theory’ must be used. Thus ss (U$ir)ln
A approaches zero, linear theory is always applicable, pro-
vided, in some cases, that M. is not precisely equal to unity.
On the other hand, as (UJc~)lfiA becomes large, linear
theory is not applicable in the t-nit range and nonlinear
theory must be used.
The forms. of the similarity rules given in equations (36)
through (43) have been the source of soma confusion, due
to the multiple role that ~ plays in determining the thickness
rdio, camber, and angle of attack. As can be seen from
equation (16), all three of these geometrical quantities are
linearly proportional to ~. A more explicit statememtof the
symmetrical profles of nonzem thickness may be obtained
by rewriting the expression for Z/c in terms of the thickness
ration t/c and an~e of attack,a rather than r, thus,
(44)
Comparison of equations (16) and (44) indicates that t/c
plays a si&lar role to r but that it is necessary to introduce
a second parameter a/(t/c). In this way, a new set of equa-
tions expresing the sirnilaritw rules is obtained which
correspond to equations (40) through (43), although expressed
in terms of a and t/crather than T. They are
. (45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
where &, ~, and & are similari~ parameters deihed aq
follows:
M:_ 1
~“=[(u,k) (t/c)]’/” 3= [(uOk)(qc)]’~li, :=; (49)
SLOPE OF PRESSOR.E CURVE AT Mo-1
Liepmann and Bryson (refs. 17 and 18) have made the
following observations which enable the determination by
simple and intuitive considerations of the slope of the Cp
versus MOcurve at MO=1. It is a well-known fact that, at
slightly supersonic Mach numbem, the detached bcrw-wave
is far away horn the airfoil and nearly normal. It k- also
well lmown that the Mach number downstream of weak
normal shock is m much below unity as the Mach number
upstream is above unity. Consequently, the Mach number
@Aribution on the airfoil should be independent of Mach
number in the neighborhood of MO=1, that is,
dM
(–)dMO ~O.l=O
(iio)
Now, if the isentmpic flow relation for C, in terms of M and
M.
‘P=+l+[%‘“)
is diilerentiated with respect to MO)M. is equatad to unity,
and “equation (50) is introduced, the following relation, fit
given in reference 8 by Vincenti and Wagoner, is found:
dCp() 42 — (c,)~o=, (52)m Mo=l=w–’y+l
Site the above-mentioned deriva&on is b~ed to a certain
extent on physical reasoning and makes use of the exact
rather than approximate relation between pressure on(l MrLch
number, it is of interest from the present point of veiw to
review the equivalent result contained in the model of trah-
sonic flow ,provided by equations (7), (12), (13), (16), and
(17). J+ common with the other characteristics of transonic
theoqy, the result can be expressed conveniently in the form
of a similarity rule. Thus, recall the approximate relation
for the local Mach number given by equation (31).
kUO1—M2=1—M02+T (YP (31)
.
Now, according to the similarity rules, transonio theory
does not provide information about C, or MOalone, but only
about parametem such as ~ and c.. Thus, the similarity
rule for local.Mach number is the following:
—
~=[(z7t&t/;]
M:– 1 _(UJW
-~ z (63)2~=[(UOk)(t/c)]’fi2(t/c)’fi CP=g” 2
The solutionE of the equations for transonic flow obtnixml
for slightly supemcmic flow by Vincenti and Wagoner in
reference 8 and for slightly subsonic flow by Cole in referenco
11 indicata that the approximate relation ~hich corresponds
to the Mach number freeze is the following:.
(54)
It may be recognized that this relation is equivalent to tlm
exact relation given in equation (6o) if k is independent of
M., as in equation (19). This is not the cam, howevor,
when the presently preferred relation for k, namely, equation
(18), is used. Given equation (54), diffenmtiation of equa-
tion (53) shows that the slope of the pressure curve in the
reduced parameters is
(56)
It is a simple matter to derive the corresponding slopo for
the CPversus M. curve at MO=1, provided a speciiic mpres-
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sion is selected for k. If k is equated to M~g(-y+1)/u.,the
final lwldt is
()% M.nl=a(c’)- (56)
It is interesting to note that if k is independent of ill., the
slope of the pressure curve is
(57’)
Thus, although equation (19) leads to the exact relation for
the rate of change of the local Mach number, the slope of
the pressure curve is considerably less accurate than that
provided by equation (18).
The range of problems td which the foregoing results
apply is not known at presaut. Inasmuch as the entire
phenomenon appears to be connected with the presence of a
detached bow wave which stands normal to the flow, intuitive
considerations suggest that the remdts are probably appli-
cable at least to symmetrical airfoils at zero or in.finiteaimal
rmglesof attack but perhaps not to airfoils at larger angles
of attack or to wings of finite span.
APPLICATIONS
FUNDAMENTAL HYPOTHE31H AND PRINCIPLES
The remainder of this report is principally concerned with
the deduction of the qualitative, and to some extent quantita-
tive, characteristics of thin wings in transotic flow bymeans
of simple logical considerations based primarily on the simi-
larity rules together with the following hypotheses:
(a) Nonlimmr theory based on equation (7) is applicable
ta all problems.
(b) Linear theory based on equation (5) is valid for allwings
at Mach numbers either appreciably below or above unity.
(c) Linear theory is valid at all Mach numbers, except
possibly very near unity, for wings of small aspect ratio.
(d) The diibrential pressuresbetween the upper and lower
surfaces of a wing having symmetrical airfoil sections are
proportional to the angle of attack for at least a small range
of angles about zero.
(e) The slope of ~ vemus t. at MO= 1, defied by equation
(66), is applicable at least b symmetrical airfoil sections at
zero or infinitival angles of attack.
The consequences of the foregoing statements will be con-
sistently pursued in the following sections in the discussion
of tho aerodynamic characteriatica of airfoils and complete
wings. Throughotit, the analysis -@Ube rwtricted to wings
having symmetrical profiles. Whenever speciiic rewlts are
to be used to ilhstrate the statements, they will nearly always
be for symmetric&wedge or doubkvedge profiles and for
wings of triangular plan form. This choice is dictated by the
availability of theoretical results.
The basioprinciple in the following,analysis is to express the
similarity rules in such forms that the lift, pitching-moment,
and drag coefficients can be studied for limiting values of the
parametms with no chance for ambiguity due b indetermi-
nate forms, In this re9pect, the statement of the similarity
w.lesprovided by equations (45) through (49) will be found
particularly uaef@
PRESSURE DRAG OF S~Cti NONLIFTING WINGS
The similarity rule for the pressure drag coe&cient of sym-
metrical nonlifting wings having prbiiles given by
(z/c= (t/c) g(z/c, y/b) (58)
is obtained from equationa (44) and (48) by setting a, the
mgle of attack, ta zero
(UOk)’fS
7i=- CDO=D.(:.,x) (59)
where
f“= [(uy;;:)]2/9’ ~=[Z70k (t/d)]’@ A (49)
Therefore, drag results for symmetriml nonlifting wings
should be presented by plotting the v&iation of the general-
-
ized drag co~cient (?..Owith & ~d ~.
At Mach numbers sufficiently removed from unity for lin-
ear theory to apply, C’O must be independent of k since k
does not appear in either the differential equation or bound-
ary conditions of linear theory. This implies that the param-
eters .fOand ~ must be arranged in such a manner that k is
canceled completely from the above rdation for CDO. The
only alternative inside the function ~o is to form the product
& ~. Numerous possibilities exist on the outside of ’130
depending on whether k is canceIed by using .$0,X, or some
combination thereof. Although any of these are acceptable,
the tit will be preferred. In this way the following iesults
are obtained:
‘—{-P%%W4””(’%)1 (gys[(uOk)(w] ‘
1[(U.k) (t/c)]lnA =
(t/C)2 Do, (~~] (W
-ww=l”
where it should be recalled that ‘1301is a different function for
subsonic and supersonic flow. Equation (60) is equivalent
to the extended PrandtLGlauert rule. I?or subsonic flow,
D’Ahnbert’s paradox requir~ that the drag be zero; there-
fore, for ill wings,
(C%),=o, (~),=o (61)
af.<1
l?or supersonic flow, wave drag exists which depends on
= A as well as on the Plan form and airfoil section.
The general functional relatio~ for
family” of afhnely related wings at
given by linear theory, is
the drag coefficient of a
zero angle of attack, as
@/c)’‘Do*(JizsiA), (Z’o),=Eo-’mo,(w-z)q%)2=J~ t.>
Wings of infinite aspect ratio.-l’or wings
(or airfoils), equation (62), representing
(62)
of infl.nitespan
the functional
-—. - .——z. ___ .
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relation of linear theory for the drag coellicient, reduces to
the following:
($):= ‘t/c)’x Const., (j) ,=’%
,=
(63)
.
where the value of the constant depends on the shape of the
&foil. Numerous experimental data show variations con-
sistent with equation (63) at Lhhch numbers greater than
about that of shock attachment. At Mach numbers closer
to unity, however, the theoretical values provided by this
equation are unreliable. It is evident from impection of the
results of linear theory itself ~hat such a failure occurs, since
the perturbation velocities assumed to be small in the deri-
vation of the equations are found to become i.r&@ely large
as the hhch number approaches unity. . It is apparant,
therefore, that it is necessa~ to resort to nonlinear theoqy
for the calculation of the drag of airfoils in the transonic
speed range. .
A similarity rule for the generalized section drag coefficient
of symmetrical nonlifting airfoils which is valid throughout
the hkch number range maybe obtained from equation (59)
by setting ~ equal to irdinity. _
~o= (u.~)’n (u~)’” rjrDO)=m~fO, m)=d.(f.) (64)——
(t/c)6f’ “.- (t/c)’J’ (
. x-m
At a Mach number of unity, the similari~ parameter &
vanishes and the function dO(&Jis a constant
@=~o(o)=co~v @gJ=-NX co~t. (65)
.=0
indicating that the section @O coefficients of aflinely related
airfoils are proportion@ to the five-thirds power of their
thickness ratios. If hypothesis (e) is accepted, the variation
of ~. with & at MO=1 is found to be zero for completed
airfoils
(%).-O=$(%).-OIH:=:$H$:=O=O ’66)
If k is taken to be M}(7+l)/UO, (dCJdMJM..I is given by
equation (56) and the slope of the drag curve is
(s)M..l=$(*)M.-l%d(:)
=$[ .-]~( )=-;(c’o)a+,*–;(C.)M 1 $%:
.
(67)
The corresponding exact relation can be determined simi-
larly by use of equation (52) for the slope of the pressure
curve. It is
. (%)M.-l=$[*-*(o~)~O-ll%d(:) ~
‘–+ (c%)Me., (68)
Siice calculations have been made of the drag in transouic
flow of simple symmetrical sections at zero angle of attack,
it is not necessary to speculate further regarding the vari-
dion of ~o with $0. At present, complete theoretical infor-
mation exists for the drag of symmetrical double-wedge
airfoils throughout the tramonic range. Solutions for this
section have been obtained by transforming the nonlinear
differential equation of the small disturbance transonic
theory into hodograph variabka and taking advantago of
simplification of the normally diiiicult problems relating to
the boundary conditions by restricting attention to polyg-
onal proiiles. The results for flows having subsonic, sonic,
and supersonic free-stream velocities have bee~ givm,
respectively, by Trilling (ref. 12), Guderley and Yoshibam
(ref. 7), and Vmcenti and Wagoner (ref. 8). The linem-
theory solution for pure supemonic flows has been givcm by
Ackeret (ref. 30). All of these results me combined on o
single graph in figure 5. It maybe seen that the preceding
< Vlncenti and
Oauble-wedge airfoil
—Nonlinear theory
l
‘--Linear theory
-3
-2 + Oc I 2
FIaUEE 5.—Theoretical drag of double-wedge airfoil.
remarks concerning the relation of the results of limmr
theory and nonlinear theory, and the slope of the drag curve
at a Mach number of unity me illustrakd by this comparison.
Osawatitsch has given approximate solutions for MO< I
for the presswe distribution on symmetrical biconvox
airfoils (refs. 13 and 14) and for the pressure distribution
and drag on NACA four-digit symmetrical airfoils (ref. 14).
This work has recently been extended to several NACA
6-series airfoik by Gdlstrand (refs. 15 and 16). Tbiir
drag results are generally similar to those indicated for tbo
double-wedge section in figure 5.
Ii problems such as we are considering herein, the final
test is provided by comparison with e.sperimentol results,
Unfortunately, experimental results for the transonic spcod
wwo am SW% as ~e~.as ~c~t to obtain, and no dato’
are available. for direct comparison with the theoretical
results summarized in figure 5. At present, howevor, com-
plete information, both theoretical and experimental, does
exist for a single-wedge section followed by a straight section
extending far downstream. In accord with some of tho ‘
original papers on this subject, the single-wedge section is
com-idered as the front half of a symmetrical doublo-wwlgo
airfoil having a chord c. solutions for this section obtained
- t~nic flo~ ~eory have been given for flows having
wbsonic, sonic, and supersonic free-stream velocities, re-
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spcctively, by Cole (ref. 11), Guderley and Yoshihara (&f. 7),
and Vincenti and Wagoner (ref. 8). These results are shown
in figure 6 together with the corresponding experimental
(y+l) [P
(//=) 5/3 cd”
l-l I I I I I I I i
Single -wedge lA. .I I I I
section
wedge semiangle
o 4.5° ‘Y4 g 1,
w
61
,
7.5°
.
0 6
10.OO0
-2 -1 0 I 2 3
Iwo%
[(7+l)(t/c]v3
Fmmua &-Drag correlation of singk+wedge section, k= (+ 1)/U.
results of Liepmann and Bryson (refs. 17 and 18). Both
the theoretical curve and theexperimentd points me plotted
in the same manner as presented in the original papem. As
remrwked in a preceding section, the theoretical results are
based on a set of equations equivalent to the present equa-
tions with k equated to (y+ I)/U.. The small vertical lines
on the cmperimentrddata points represent the uncertain~
of the values. The slope of the drag curve at MO=l is no
longer zero as indicated for the complete airfoil by equation
(f36)but takes on a positive value given originally by Liep-
mann and Bryson (ref. 17) and readily derivable from
equation (66).
(69)
This figure indicates that the theoretical and experimental
results are only in general qualitative agreement. Since it
is shown in a preceding section that theoretical considers-
tions suggest that a superior theory results if k is equated
to iU?(y+l)/UO rather than (7+ I)/U., it is of interest to
recalculate and replot the present results accordingly so as
to ascertain to what degree these thoughts are borne out by
actual experiment.. The results are shown in figure 7. It
can be seen that ‘the theoretical and experimental results
are in nearly perfect agreement. Comparison of figures 6
and 7 providea striking evidenca supporting the contention
that k should be equated to i14?(Y+l)/U0 rather than
(~+1)/U~, as has been done so often in the past. ~
Wings of finite aspeot ratio,-The similarity rules for wings
of tinite aspect ratio are given by equations (59) and (60).
Although no essential simplilimtion of the rules occurs for
wings of small aspect ratio, the range of applicability of
linear theory increases as the aspect ratio decreases. This
point can be illustrated by considering the remdts provided
by linear theory in a specific case. A good example to
select for this purpose is that of the drag in supenwnic flow
of a triangular wing with symmetrical double-wedge airfoils.
(See ref. 31.) This particular choice was made for the follow-
32100U—5~
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(,/c) s/3 Cffo
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~
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wedge semiangle
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-2 -1 0 I 2
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[(7+l)Jfow/c)]’/3
Fmwm 7.—Drag correlation of single-wedge seotfon, k=i’rfa’(yl- 1)/U.
ing reasons: (a) Solutions are known for all super-sonicMach
numbers; (b) the double-wedge airfoil discussed in t$e pre-
ceding sections corresponds to the limiting case of the wing
of very great aspect ratio. The drag results provided for
tti wing by linear theory are presenti-d in & 8.
.
A
\\
=Puckett
( Linear theory)
1 00
&A=&~ “
FIGUED8.-8upemonio drag of triangular wing, linear themy.
The results of figure 8 are presentid in a different manner
-
in figure 9 wherein CL)~ is plotted as a function of & for
various values of Z as suggested by equation (59). For
purposes of comptin, the imrves for the drag of airfoils
(~= co) computed by both linear sad. nonlinear theory are
also included in the graph. As noted in the preceding
section on airfoils, comparison of @e results of linear theory
with those of nonlinear theory for wings of ~= co show-s
that good agreement exists for larger &, but that at smaller
_—.-— .—. - ---- ..— — .—
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FIGVRD 9.—Varkttioii with .E.of reduced drag coefficient of triangular
Wing.
.%,the values predicted .by linear theory become too large.
For wings of tite 1, ody the results of linear theory are
available. They also exhibit the trend of indicating infinite
drag m & approaches zero; however, the mnge of & in
-
which the vahm of CDOis excessive is much less than is the
case for X= m. In general, C~Oof wings of “small aspect
mtio dimhishes with decreasing aspect ratio.
The drag results of figure 8 are presented in still another
-
form in figure 10 in which is plotted the variation of C~O
with ~ for various values of f.. The principal merit of
this method of plotting is that it aids in distinguishing the
region where nonlinear theory must be used ftom that where
linear theory may be useful. Thus, the @dimensional
nonlinear theory results appear on the right of the graph
corresponding to large 1; whereas the three-dimensional
linear theory results appear on the left for small & The
filling in of the remainder of the graph requires either the
solution of the equations of three-dimensional nonlinear
wing theory or the use of experimental data. It should
again be noted that the present ~~ considerations apply
only to the pressure drag. Before plotting experimental
results in the manner indicated, it is necessary to first.
subtract the friction drag.
m
The similarity rule for the lift coefficient CLof h family
of wings having ordinates Z given by equation (44)
z/c=t/c [g(z/c,?J/b)-; :] (44)
is given in equation (46) as
(uokj’~z=—
(t/c)’J’
A
/
(0 = o,l–- ––T”
, “’7
/’Y /
I /
I/ f4-
/ -–to. If) -–J/ 44ft/- “ /-—
,/ / ‘-‘-‘“ “2“0––7/,/.
r<
— Nonlinear theory
——— Linear theory
I >>
2 \\ c
r
FIGURE 10.—VarktioI+ with ~ of reduced drag coeffloIent of triangular
whiny.
If hypothesis (d) is accepted, CLvaries linearly with a for
at least small angles of attack. It is advantageous, therefore,
to consider the lift ratio C./a rather than a. alone, thereby
minimizing the influenw of ~..
where <’(&, X, ~) is anew function of the indicatsd variables
obtained from .C (& A’, ~) by division by d. Therefore,
Liftresults may be presented by plotting the variation with
& & and ti of a generalized lift ratio C~/a defined m follows
(the -prime on < has been omitted for simplicity): .
~= [U.k(t/c)]’J3(cL/a)=-c(to, ~; @ (71)
Equation (71) shows that depends upon tluw
parameters, one more than the number which can reid.ily bo
treated on a simple plot. Simplification can bo gninocl,
of course, by holding one of the parametem con~trmtfor an
entire .gaph. Results so presented aro particularly intercst~
ing for &=O, (Mo=l); ~= m, (A= ~); and Z=O, (a= O).
The latter scheme is especially good since experiments
indicate that lift curves of wings are often relatively straight
hnes at all Mach numbem. The vahes of 6’./~ at ==0
might, therefore, be expected to be good indications of tho
actual values for other G. The appropriate sidarity rulo
may then be written
(aa)=-w, ~, 0=40(/0, ~) (72)
&=o
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l?or cases where linear theory applies (hypotheses (b) and
(c)), two statements can be made immediately which
provide further information about C~/cZ: (a) (CL/CY)Z must
lm independent of k, and (b) (C./ZY)Zmust be independent of
3 by virtue of the superposition principle of linear theory.
Therefore, following the prccedyre used in equation (60)
gives
whcm again .CZis a diilerent function for subsonic and super-
sonic flow.
Wings of inilnite aspect ratio.-l?or wings of Mnite aspect
ratio, tlmfunctional relation of linear theory for the lift ratio
given by equation (73) reduces to .
-()cl const. () const.—~ l=d[fkf;-l]’ : z=— (74)m
Solutions of the equations of linear theory show that the
vuhm of the constant is 27r for subsonic flow and four for
supersonic flow. Exmni.nationof these results indicatEsthat
they are valid at Mach numbers appreciably less than or
greater than unity, but are invalid for lMachnumbers near 1.
A similmity rule for the section lift coetlicients of a family
of aflinely related symmetrical airfoils which is valid through-
out the Mach number range may be obtained from equation
(71) by setting i?= OJ.
(z)=<(to,m, a=(’h, m (75)
At a Mach number of unity, .fOis identically zero and the
cspres.sionfor the lift ratio becomes
.
-
(yy=l(o,a, ()W2=[udw z 0’$ (76)
Equation (76), when considered tigether with hypothesis (d),
indicates thrzt at sonic speed, the lift-curve slope at zero
angle of attack of airfoils of a single family variw inversely
m the cube root of the thickness ratio, thus,
Note that as the thickn- ratio goes to zero, the value of the
lift-curve slope at zero angle of attack becomes idinite, just
as is indicated by equation (74) to be the case according to
linear theory. If, on the other hand, t/c diminishes to zero
while a is fl~ed so that = becomes very large, it is plausible
that the thicknessratio does not have any effect on cl. We
thus have the following:
( ) ~213fi.+m&-’=[uok;/c)] ’J’ I 0’ t/c , ,Xconst. (78)‘w
In this cnse, CZis proportional to the two-thirds
If hypothesis (e) is acceptable, the variation of
at MO=l is zero, since
[t(:)d]f.=o=$[~(%).+]to=o~(:)
‘WL3dc)=o-‘ ‘7”
If k is taken to be ii4?(7+l)/UO, (dCr/cM&.-l is given by
equation (56) and the variation of cl/a with MO”at &fO=1 is
[&(:)AIM..l=$[dfd?l:d(:)=$[a(:+l,-hf.-l
:(%):1...-:(:)=-:(:)4 ’80)
N.=1
The corresponding exact relation can be determined ti”arly
when equation (52) is used for the slope of the pressure curve.
It is
[&(%olw.l=-&%O ‘sl)M.-l
At present, calculations have been made of the lift in sonic
flow (Guderley and Yoshihara, ref. 32) and in slightly super-
sonic flow (Viicenti and Wagoner, ref. 10) of symmetrkxd
double-wedge airfoils inclined an infinitesimal a@le of attack.
The corresponding solutions for a,irfoilsin slightiy subsonic
flow have not yet been found. The results of the above-
mentioned investigations are shown in figure 11 together with
I / 8 \
Prondtl - Glauert-~ ,/ \\,/~ ‘Ckerei
/ q
// 0 7 \\ /
/
4 [
/
Double-wedge oirfoil
‘/
‘/
Guderley and Yoshihara--”/ ‘— Nonl, near theory, Z*O
Vzncenti ond Woqoner-——Z ——Llneor theory
-3 -2 -1
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FICiUIZE11.—Theomtical M&curve slope of double-wedge airfoils.
the corrwponding values given by linear theory. As in the
drag case discussed in the preceding section, it maybe seen
that the remarks concerning the relation betmeen the results
of linear theory and nonlinear theory and the slope of the
curve of cllaversus & at &= Oare verified for this particular
airfoil.
Wings of vanishing aspeot ratio,-Two well-born r~~ts
of linear theory are that the lift-curve slope9 of wings of
finite aspect ratio remain tite throughout the entire Mach
numbw range and that the lift-curve slopes of wings of
vanishing aspect ratio are independent of Mach number,
Therefore, equation (73) implies that (C~/a)~must be pro-
portional to ~ either for wings of vanishing ~ in any flow,
or for any wing in a flow of vanishing .fO:
we value of the constant must be determined for each plan
—.— .—.
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form by actually solving the equations of linear theory.
For wings having trailing edges which possess no cutouts
rxtienclingforward of the most forward station of maximum
span, that is, triangular, rechmgular, elliptical, etc., m well
as certain sweptback wings, the value of the constant is
r/2. (Refs. 26 through 29 should be consulted for further
discussion of this point as well as for the values of the con-
stant for wings having cutouts in the trailing edge which
violate the above-stated condition.)
It is seen fkom equation (82) that the lift-curve slopes of
wing%in sonic flow decrease ccmtinuously in magnitude as
the aspect ratio diminishes toward zero.- Since, in addition,
the lift-curve slope given by linear theory has its mtium
value at 110=1, it is conjectured that the lift results of linear
theory are a good approximation to those of nonlinear
theory not only for all wings at Mach numbers far from unity
but also for all Mach numbers for wings of suilkiently small
aspect ratio.
Wings of finite aspect ratio.-At the present time no solu-
tions of the nonlinear theory are available for wings of iinite
aspect ratio. However, from the remarks of the preceding
paragraphs, it is apparent that a curve representing the varia-
-
tion of C~/a with X for constant .fOand & would have the
-
following m$ptotic properties: C&/awould increaso linearly
with 3 for small ~ and be independent of 2 for large ~.
In order to give a better idea of the numericil values to. be
expected, a set of typicaI results of this type is shown in
figure 12 for wings having triangdar plan forms and sym-
. .
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FI~UEE 12.—Variation with ~ of reduced lift-curve slope of triangular
winge.
metrical double-wedge airfoil sections. The supersonic
results are those of Stewart, Brown (refs. 33 and 34), and
others. The subsonic results
Young and Harper (ref. 35)
lifting-line theory.
are those calculated by De
using Weissinger’s modified
Ag interesting result of the foregoing remarks coucer& tho
influence of thiclmess ratio on the lift-curve slope at mro
angle of attack of wings in sonic flow. For wings of large
aspect ratio, the lift-curve slope is inversely proportional to
the cube root of the thicilmessratio. For wings of smwll
aspect ratio, the lift-curve slope is independent of the thiok-
ness ratio.
PITCHINGMOMENT
The remarks of the pitching-moment characteristics of
wings follow in a manner exactly analogous to those just
stated for the lift characteristics. The corresponding stoto-
mtmtsfor the pitching-moment coe.flicientC. may be obtained
by simply replacing CLwith Cmand .C with X. Thus, tlm
similarity rules for Cmcorresponding to equations (71) and
{73) ar~ the following, respectively:
(cm)= [uok(~/c)l’/’(a)=M( &o,&o, a, @ (83)
c.()—=“’& J4,(~~ A),
(:~l=&x’(~’) (84]
where once more X and ml are different functions for sub-
sonic ad supersonic flow. The only difference between tho
discussion of C. and C’ is that the values of the constants of
equations (74), (77), (78), and (82) are, of course, different,
Graphs of theoretical pitching-moment characteristics for
airfoils wd for triangular wings corresponding to tho lift
results of figures 11 and 12 are shown in figures 13 and 14,
=; - ‘h-
2
/ \
Prondtl-Glouert–-. Z ~~c~eret
,/ ;m ‘L
/ T -.-/#
---
Double-we~ge oirfoil ‘-’
/
Gudertey ond Yoshihora–” ,’
— Nonllneor theory, ; ~ o
Vincentl ond Wogoner —-<
‘-- Linear theory
-2 -1 Oxl 2 3
FIGURE 13.—Theoretieal pitohing-moment otie slope of double+wdgo
airfoils.
The moment @ is taken to be through tho most forward
point of the wing.
Sometimes it is desired to present pitching-moment chw-
actwistics of wings in terms of C8ntor-cf-pressure position
rather than pitching-moment coefficient. Since the centm-
of-presspre position can be expressedin terms of (7Mand CLby
czo.p._ ~
c c. (86)
the resulting expression for the center-of-pressure position
found through application of equations (71) and (83) is
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FmUREI14.—Variation with ~ of reduced pitohing-moment ourve slope
of triangular wings.
The corresponding relation for linear theory is
PRMEWIRE DRAG DUE TO LLFT
Tlm similarity rule for the pressure drag of inclined wiqgs
having symmetrical airfoils is indicated by equation (48) to
be the folIowing:
~–
(UOk)’i3–w cD=a(.%, 2, q
The portion of the drag due to lift is therefore
ACD=CD—
(t/cyg
C%=(uOk)d ‘D(f., z, F+ ’z)(fo,2, o)].
(88)
(89)
$iicc the differential pressuresbetween upper and lower sur-
faces of wings hawing symmetrical airfoil sections are pro-
portional to a for at lewt a small range of a surrounding zero
(hypothesis (d)), it follows that AC~ is proportional to the
square of a. It is advantageous, therefore, to consider the
drag-rise ratio”ACD/&rather than ACD alone, tius, ‘
AcD 1 (t/c)6is 1
~A(.f., ~, q=[uJ@)]l/3
7“2@zp
‘D*’(&, 2, a) (90)
where @A’ is rLnew function of the indicated variables ob-
tained from ~A by dividing by 2. Consequently, drag-due-
to-lift data should be presented by plotting t~fiation with
&~, and Z of a generalized drag-rise ratio ACD/~ defined as
follows (the prime on ~A is omitted for simplicity):
Am= [U,k(t/C)]1i3(AC#)=~A ($,,~, ~ (91)
The actual presentation of the results of this three-parameter
@em may be accomplished as deseribed in the section on
the lift of wings. - Of particular interest is the simp~cation
resulting from presenting only the values found at a= O.
The simplified similarity rule is then
(92)
For cases where linear theory applies, the following results
hold:
(93)
Wings of i.dnite aspeot ratio.-For wings of iniinite aspect
ratio, the functional relation of linear theory for the drag due
to lift, equation (93), reduces to
-()Aq Const. ()Ac~ Const.7 ,-=~1’ 7 ,=~ (94)
Solutions of the equations of linear theory show that the
value of the constant is zero for subsonic flow and four for
supersonic flow about any symmetrical airfoil. These results
are valid at Mach numbers appreciably less than or syeater
than unity but are invalid for Mach numbers near 1.
A similarity rule for the drag due to lift of a family of
afhely related symmetrical airfoils that is valid throughout
the Mach number range may be obtained from equation (91)
by setting ~= ~ .
At a Mach number of unity, equation (95), for the drag due
to lift, reduces to the following:
Equation (96), together with hypothesis (d), indicates that,
at sonic speed, the drag-rise ratio Acd/a?of airfods of a single
family varies inversely as the Cuberoot of the thi@ness ratio.
For very large values of & the thickness ratio cannot have
any effect on Acd; therefore, Acdis proportional to the fiw-
thirds power of the angle o~taclc. If hypothesis (e) is
accepted, the variation of Acd/& with & at li~= 1 is zero,
Since
[&(9)z.J=$%[*@)&41’(:)
‘-O‘Px%o’(:)=o ‘“)
Ifk is taken tobe Mz (7+ 1)/u~, (dC#MJMO., k~given by
equation (56), and the variation of Ac&? with ~o at IWO=1 is
..-—.— ——— —.
.
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[*(9)..10.1=$:%[W1.’(:)‘
$[= ldZ 4—— -w’) ld(9=-wL “8)adz a(y+l) 3 a .+0
The corresponding exact relation can be determined similarly
by use of equation (52) for the slope of the pressure curve.
Itis
[ZH$?)=+L1=-H%LO“g)
.uo+l ‘‘
Wings of vanishing aspect rati&.-Since, as-indicated in
the preceding sections, the lift calculated by means of linear
theory remains finite throughout the Mach number range,
and diminishes to zero as the aspect ratio approach= zero,
it follows that the drag due ti lift must behave similarly.
It is mnsequently reasonable to presume that linear theory is
capable of describing the drag-dueto-lift characteristics of
wings of vanishkqg aspect ~ratio at all Mach numbe~.
Therefore, the followirg relations stemming from equation
(93) hold: ,
- 629/‘(%91‘Axcow’o‘lOi
A-lo afo=l
Solutions of the equations of linear theory show that the
value of the constant is r/4 for all wings of small~llA
whose trailing edges powess no cutouts extending forward of
the most forward station of maximum span (i. e., triangular,
rectangular, ‘ellipticalwings, etc.). The quoted value of the
constant corresponck to the development of the full ‘hading-
edge forcb.” It is known that this force is oftentimes not
completdy realized, due to a local separation and subsequent
reattachment of the flow around the leading edge. If the
leading-edge force is nonexistent, the corresponding value
for the constant is z/2.
Wings of finite aspeot ratio.-At the present time no drag-
due-to-lift results have been obtained from the nonlinear
theory for wings of either finite or infinite aspect ratio.
The foregoing remarks, however, me sufficient to determine
that a curve representing the variation of ~d with ~
for cmistant ~o and Z would increnie linearly with ~ for
small ~ (unless the degree of attainment of the leading-edge
force also depends on ~) and become independent of ~ for
large ~. The resulting curve would presumably hovo the
-
same general appearance w that shown in figure 12 for C&/a.
It may sometimes be desired to present drag-clue-to-lift
rwdts in terms 0~ ACD/CL= or ACD/a(?” rather th~ AcD/o?.
The similarity rules for these quantities can be quickly cle-
duced from the foregoing results.
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kPPENDIX A
RELATION BETWEEN U. AND a“ STATEMENTS OF TE& TRANSONIC-FLOW’ EQUATIONS
Equations (3), (7), (12), (13), (15), and (17) were presented
in the text as being applicable to the study of transonic, as
well as supersonic, flow about thin wings. These equations
repeated below as equations (Al) through (A6), will be
referred to as the UOstatement of the problem since the
perturbation velocities are taken about the free-stream veloc-
ity Ud. The perturbation potential q is defined by
The differential equation is
(1–M?) WIZ+$Oyp+P,z=/lPzP** (M)
8
The shock relation is
(1–iv) (+%1–%J2+(%,-P,J2+ (%,-$%2)2
The boundary conditions are ‘ -
Iltz=-@
($%)0=(%)0= (%)0=0 (A4)
at the wing surface
c)“ (%)..0= q. ~ (A5)
The pressure coefficient is given by
0.=–+ p. (A6)
0
In the usual a* statement of the transonic-flow eauatioris
(eqs. @4) through
velocities are only
of sound a“. The
(z8) ~ & te~t), it ig ~wmed ~hat~
slightly difTerentfrom the critical speed
perturbation potential is defined by
q’=—a,*x++ (A7)
The differential equntion is
7+1 , ,
AU+A=;*- P #f= (As)
The shock relation is
7+1r’’’:q)(q(l’’l-p’+)2‘A’)(P’U,–W’U~)2+(P’.i–P’l>Y=~
If the perturbation nnrdysis is carried out in a completely
consiment manner, the boundary conditions are:
at,x=— ~
(P’Z)O=(JZ?- 1) ~) (P’.)O=(P’Z)O=o (A1o)
o
at the wing surface
(?a(d2)=.0=a* ~ (All)
Wd the pressure coefficient is given by
c,= –$ [(o’.- ((o’Jo] (A12)
. .
The relation between the U. and a* statements can be
detem&ed directly in the following manner. The differ-
ential equations and shock relations for p’ and p will be the
same if
7+1 @’-~ ~_(l —Moz)
a* &c
or if
The boundnry conditions for p’ corres~onding to
stated for q in equations (A4) and (A5) are: -
at x=—m
,.
(A13)
those
(p’Jo=k a* (l —kfO~=_* .(%)0- ~+ ~
a* (1 —MO~
7+1
1
(.A14)
(q’r)o=k & (do= 0, (d.)o=k ~ (9Z)O=0
d thd W@ surface
(io’z),-o=k ~ (A-o=k u.~ (~) (A15)
Finally, the pressure coefficient is given by
c.’= –$ [/,-((O’=).]=–* ~z=~c, (A16)
Comparison of the above equations with those given
previously for the completely consistent a“ knalysis reveals
their identity if, and only if, k is taken as (Y+ l)/UO, that is,
(?,’=0, if k–7:1 (A17)
0
& far as ob{aining the values of CPis concerned, therefore,
the conventional a* statement of the problem may be
regarded as a transformation of the more general U. state-
ment with 1 being defined as in equation (A17) or (19). As
is evident from equation (A13), however, the local velocities
found in the a* analysis are only correct when tho free-
stream Mach number is unity.
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The foregoing discu=ion has demonstrated that the con-
ventional a* statement of t,ransonic-flow problems yields
the same values for Cr as the Uo statement, provided k in
the latter set of equations is equated to (Y+l)/U~. It is
indicated in the text, however, that transonic results ob-
tained by use of other expressions for k (and, in particular,
k= M?(Y+ l)/Uo) are superior in many important aspects
to those obtained using k= (Y+l)/u.. It is Cmmequmtiy
not without interest to determine a generalized form of the
a* equations which correspond to the Uo equations with
unspecified k. The resulting equations for the perturbation
potential and the shock relation E&
fO!=-a*z+@ (AM-)
~’yu-l-~’n=k’~’zw’ss (A19)
(P’,, –W’n)’+(dZ,-w’%)’=k’ f“z’:p’%)(p’’+)’‘“”)
The boundary conditions are:
atx=—’JJ ,
M?– 1
(dz)o=~~ OP’JO=(P’*)0=“ (Am)
at the wing reface
(A22)
and the pressure coefficient is given by
c,’= –-+ [(0’=-($9’=).] (A23)
It tin be readily verified that these equations will produco
the same values for the -preemre coefficient as equations (Al)
through (A6), provided k and k’ are related as follows:
(A24)
Thus, if it b desired to obtain valuea for Opby use of equa-
tions (A18) through (A23) that are the same a-sthose given
by equations (Al) through (A6) with k= fM}(y+l)/Uo, k’
should be equated to the following: ‘
.
(A26)
.
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF SIMILAFWI’YRULES
The basic equations of linear theory and of nonlinear theory
of tmnzonic flow may be summarized as follows. The
differentialequations are:
I
The approximate shock relation used in the treatment of
tmnsonic flow is
(1–w’) (%,–~)’+(w.,–p~) ’+(p.,–~q)’
=k
()
~’:~~ (%-%’)’
The boundmy conditions are:
ntx=—m
~ (%)0=(%)0=(%)0=0
at the wing surface
. ()I ap a )—f(:);U & .. O=’a(qc)
where the geometry of the wing is given by’
(z/c) =~(z/c, y/b)
The pressurecoefficient is given by
c.=–+%
0
(B3)
@4)
(w)
(B6)
(B7)
If the ditTerentirdequations are nom transformed into a
system with primed quantities and the proportionality or
stretthing factors arc denoted by s with appropriate sub-
scripts such that
X’=SZZ7 y’=s”y, Z’=s.z, $o’=spp, U;=s;uo
}
(138)
~1(1‘kfO’)’=8p ~~i, uo’k’=s~ Uok or k’=$k
the potentirdequations (eqs. @l) and (B2)) become
(o Linear (B9)
and the shock relation becomes
.
321 OOG—G3—I38
Nonlinear (B11)
The flow in the primed system is similar to that in the
original system if q’ saties the same differential equations
and boundary conditions as p. Consequently, for similarity
to exist, it isnecessary fit of all that the potgntial equations
and the shock equations for the two flows be the same.
Therefore, the following relations between the stretching
factors must be satisfied:
8#B
{
A/A’ Linear. @12)
–1, 8“–1, ~——
8= z— 82% s@2/8kNonlinem (B13)
where, for linear theory, AX is an arbitrary ccmstant which
can be equated to sf12/8~if desired. The constant is written
‘as a fraction in order to maintain a certain synnhetry
throughout the analysis.
An immediate consequence of this transformation is that
the wing plan forms undergo an a.ilbe transformation such
that the aapect ratios of wings in similar flow fields are
related, according to both linear and nonlinear theory, by
m’ ’14)“=: ‘=;’= (1–Mo’l
Or by
4(1–MO’)’ A’=~~ A (B] 5)
Since p’ is proportional to P, the boundary conditions at
x=— OJare automatically satisfied. The boundary condi-
tions at the wings may be given in either of two forms:
, G%).J.0=5(%)..0=: %&#(%) ’16)
ap’() a (),x’ y’_“52 ./.0 +$’(%)=‘:” a(z’@ 7’F ‘SOUL’”a(x’lcf
(B17)
whence, if the two wings have the same ordinate-distribu-
tion functions, that is, if j’ (z’/c’, y’/6’)=~(z/c, y/b), the
ordinate-amplitude parameters are related as follows:
8; 8p8j
7J=— T‘— T
SU8= SV8Z
(dx (1–fMO’)’ ,P 1—M** Linear (B18)
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or as
7=? Linear (1320).
>m=~l —M.=
(Ui’k’r’)’n (Uokr)’f3
Nonlinear (1321)
The relation between the pressure coefficients at colTe-
sponding points on the wing surface is given by
c,’=+-, (Sg)x,,=& (–+*) ,=$= c;
o 0 z-
The foregoing relationships may be summarized in “the
following statement: The sW@ rule for the pressure
coefficient.son n family of wings having their geometry given
by
(z/c) =7j(z/c, y/b) (B26)
The similarifi ruIes for the lift, pitching-moment, and @
coefficients given by the linear theory are .
The corresponding similarity rules given by nonlinear theory
are
CL=&-C [~, .CTZ? A] Nonlinear (B32)
0
It should be not&l that the foregoing equations have been
written for subsonic flow where Mo< 1. If Mo >1, the
radical ~~ should be replaced with ~~
In the linear-theory analysis, x has remained a completely
arbitrary coefficient to be selected as best suits the particular
problem at hand. For instance, the compressible-flow rela-
tionships between two wings having identical pressure clis-
tributions are fourid by setting X=1. If, on the other hand,
x is set equal ta ~~, the thickness ratio, camber, and
angle of attack of related wipgs are identical. The grentest
simplification of the similarity rules of linear theory occurs
w-henx is set egual to ~~/~ since the number of param-
eters necessary to show the results of linear theory is thereby
decreased by one. This degree of arbitrariness in the
similarity rules for linear theory is in contrast ti the case for
nonlinwir transonic theory in which no undetermined co-
eflicieut like his to be found.
- For the present purpose of gaining a better understanding
of transonic flows, the most advantageous choice for h is
(B36)
because then. the similarity rules for linear theory assume
forms identicd to those for nonlinear transonic theory. This
is important since it implies that solutions of linear theory
and of nonlinear transonic theory can be espressed’M func-
tions of the same parameteiwand, hence, can both be plotted
on a single graph in terms of one set of parameters. The two
theories would, of course, yield two distinct curves & such (L
plot. The curve for linear theory would be accepted as valid
for purely subsonic and purely supersonic flows but may or
may not be valid in the transonic range, as discussed pre-
viously. The curve for nonlinear transonic theoly is valid
not only for transonic flows, but for subsonic and supemonic
small perturbation flows as well. As is evident from the
derivation of the basic equations, however, the results of tho
nonlinear%ansonic theory should be considered to be of only
equal accuracy to those of linear theory in the definitely
subsonic and supersonic regimes, despite the fact that the
solutions are much more di.flicultto obtain.
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